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ABSTRACT
The capability of a progressive damage model to predict failure was evaluated for
notched laminates under out-of-plane bending using the commercial finite
element package ABAQUS and experiments. Laminates studied consisted of
20-ply and 40-ply thickesses with 25.4-mm and 101.6-mm ovaloid center
notches. The 40-ply thick laminates exhibited compression-side buckling during
testing, requiring the inclusion of delamination interfaces in the finite element
model. With the inclusion of interfaces, located near the compression surface
and zero-degree plies, agreement with experiment was good, typically within
10%.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Damage tolerance requirements have a major influence on the design of aircraft
structures made of composite materials. Numerous studies have been devoted to
the problem of predicting failure in notched laminates1. These investigations
have generally focused on the response of laminates to in-plane tension,
compression or shear. However, out-of-plane bending, twisting, or shear is a
reasonably common load situation in aircraft structures. For example, in an
aircraft fuselage, the skin will experience this type of load in the vicinity of
stiffening members such as frames and stringers. Very little research has been
devoted to this topic2-5. As a result, the response of notched laminates subjected
to out-of plane loads is not well understood. This uncertainty could lead to
unnecessarily conservative design.

There is a need for analysis techniques that are useful for the design of
composite aircraft structures under out-of-plane bending. The development of
these techniques is complicated by several factors. For example, the laminate
does not experience a uniform strain through its thickness as is the case for inplane loading. This will likely result in a progressive damage development up to
final failure that is quite different from the in-plane loading case. Models capable
of simulating this behavior will likely require an unusual degree of sophistication.
Also, the development of analysis techniques will require significant experimental
support to guide the development of the theoretical models. Unfortunately, there
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is very little experimental data currently available for the out-of-plane bending
case.

The objective of this research was to evaluate the capability of a progressive
damage model to predict failure in notched laminates under out-of-plane
bending. We have focused on some very basic experiments and modeling efforts
involving simple structures (center-notched, unstiffened laminates) under pure
bending. The experimental work involved testing of notched laminates under
four-point bending. Three laminate types were studied: one with 10% zerodegree plies, one with 30% zero-degree plies, and one with 50% zero-degree
plies. The modeling work used the progressive damage model for composites in
the ABAQUS finite element program6 to simulate damage development up to
ultimate failure for each laminate tested in four-point bending. This has provided
a test of the validity of this model for a loading condition that has not been
considered previously7. Results for each of these tasks are described below.

2. EXPERIMENTS

Bending experiments were performed on center-notched, unstiffened laminates
consisting of three laminate types (10% zero-degree plies, 30% zero-degree
plies, and 50% zero-degree plies), two laminate thicknesses (20 plies and 40
plies), and two notch lengths (25.4-mm and 101.6-mm). The notches are in the
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shape of ovaloid slits with end radius of 3.175-mm as shown in Figure 1. The
6.35-mm gap between the surfaces of the notch prevented any contact between
the notch surfaces on the compression side of the laminate. There are twelve
different specimen types depending on the laminate type, laminate thickness,
and notch length. Three replicates of each specimen were fabricated with a
specimen width to notch-length ratio of five. The laminates were subjected to
four-point bending as shown in Figure 2. Several test fixtures were fabricated
similar to the one shown in Figure 2. The need for different fixtures was the
result of several factors. These include the need to accommodate very large
displacements (>150-mm) for some laminates and large loads (>45,000-N) for
others. The fixtures were similar in that they applied load to the laminates
through 25.4-mm diameter aluminum bars.

3. MODELING

Progressive Damage Model

Our primary objective was to successfully predict the failure load of a notched
laminate under out-of-plane bending. This required simulation of the propagation
of a notch in the laminate. Williams8 calculated the crack tip stress and
displacement fields for a crack in an infinite isotropic plate under bending using
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classical plate theory. He found the usual square root singularity in stress at the
crack tip that can be expressed as

(1)

where k1 is the stress intensity factor. A number of studies9-17 have been
conducted to calculate stress intensity factors for orthotropic materials under
bending.

In a composite material, a zone of damage of considerable influence is known to
develop in advance of the notch. This is the result of a combination of failure
modes including fiber breaking, matrix cracking, etc. Consequently, the usual
fracture mechanics procedures that have worked successfully in metal structures
do not work well for composites18-20. The simulation of damage progression in a
composite is best done with theories that incorporate principles from the field of
damage mechanics. Several such theories21-25, that treat damage development
in the laminate as a whole rather than on a ply-by-ply basis, have been
successful in simulating notch growth under in-plane loading. In the case of
bending, there is a non-uniform strain through the thickness of the laminate. A
theory that treats damage progression at the ply level will be needed for this
case.
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For our progressive damage analysis, we used the model in ABAQUS for
composite materials26. This model is based on the work of Matzenmiller,
Lubliner, and Taylor27, Hashin and Rotem28, Hashin29, and Camanho and
Davila30. It considers four different modes of failure: fiber rupture in tension; fiber
buckling and kinking in compression; matrix cracking under transverse tension
and shearing; and matrix crushing under transverse compression and shearing.
It uses concepts from the field of continuum damage mechanics. When damage
occurs (microcracking, etc), the effective load carrying area of the material is
considered to be reduced, and the concept of an effective stress is introduced to
account for the area reduction.

(2)

The quantity d is a damage variable that ranges from 0 (no damage) to 1
(development of a macrocrack). From this an effective stress tensor is
introduced as

(3)

where {σ} is the usual two-dimensional stress in column-matrix form in principal
material directions, and M is a damage operator given as
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(4)

where df, dm, and ds are damage variables characterizing fiber, matrix, and shear
damage.

The constitutive relation for the material is affected by damage and results in a
strain-softening response given by

{σ }= [Cd] {ε}

(5)

where {ε} is the usual two-dimensional strain in column matrix form and [Cd] is
the effective elasticity matrix given by

⎤
⎡
(1 − d f )E1
(1 − d f )(1 − dm )ν 21 E1
0
1 ⎢
⎥
[Cd ] = ⎢(1 − d f )(1 − dm )ν12 E 2
(1 − d f )E 2
0
⎥ (6)
D
⎢⎣
0
0
(1 − ds )G12 ⎥⎦

€ where D=1-(1-df)(1-dm)ν12 ν21, and E1, E2, G12, ν12 and ν21 are the usual
orthotropic elastic constants.
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The initiation of damage depends on which of the four modes of failure,
described earlier, is activated. The criteria for initiation uses Hashin’s theory and
is governed by the following relations:

Fiber tension (

):

):

Fiber compression (

Matrix tension (

Matrix compression (

(7)

):

(8)

(9)

):

(10)

where XT is the tensile strength in the fiber direction, XC is the compressive
strength in the fiber direction, YT is the tensile strength in the direction
perpendicular to the fibers, YC is the compressive strength in the direction
perpendicular to the fibers, SL is the longitudinal shear strength, ST is the
transverse shear strength, and α is a coefficient that determines the contribution
of the shear stress to the fiber tensile initiation criterion.
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The incorporation of strain softening into a finite element analysis usually results
in calculations that are mesh sensitive. This occurs because as the mesh is
refined, there is a tendency for the damage zone to localize to a zero volume.
This leads to prediction of structural failure with zero energy dissipation, which is
physically impossible. Several techniques have been proposed to address this
issue. One of the simplest, which was pioneered by Hillerborg31, is to use a
stress-displacement law rather than a stress-strain law in the damaged material.
The ABAQUS program accomplishes this by introducing a characteristic length
Lc based on element size. From this, equivalent displacements and equivalent
stresses are defined for the four modes of failure as follows:

Fiber tension (

):
(11)

(12)

Fiber compression (

):
(13)
(14)

Matrix tension (

):
(15)
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(16)

Matrix compression (

):
(17)

(18)

For a given failure mode the stress-displacement law takes on the form shown in
Figure 5. The part of the curve with a positive slope (OA) follows the usual linear
elastic relationship and can be expressed as

(19)

The apex of the cure (A) represents the initiation of damage. Displacement
beyond this point results in a decreasing stress. This part of the curve can be
represented by

(20)
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After experiencing damage, the material unloads and reloads along line OB
which has a smaller slope than the original line OA. This reduced slope is
accounted for using the damage variable d as

(21)

Combining the last three equations with eq. (2) gives the damage variable as

(22)

When running an analysis model in ABAQUS, the following parameters must be
specified: XT, XC, YT, YC, SL, ST, α, and the dissipation energies (area under
OAC) for each failure mode: Gft, Gfc, Gmt, and Gmc.

Delamination Modeling

We also need to allow for delamination between plies. This effect was modeled
using the Virtual Crack Closure Technique (VVCT)32. This technique uses the
principles of linear elastic fracture mechanics and allows crack propagation when
a critical value of the strain energy release rate is attained. The crack must
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propagate along a predefined path at the interface between elements. The strain
energy release rate is calculated from the energy required to close the crack over
one element length. Crack growth is assumed to occur when the following
criterion is met

(23)

where Gj is the strain energy release rate for mode j (j=I,II,III), and Gjc is the
critical strain energy release rate for mode j. The critical strain energy release
rate must be determined from interlaminar fracture experiments.

Finite Element Models

Two types of finite element models were constructed - one that allowed
delamination between plies and another that did not. The type which allowed
delamination was composed of eight-node continuum shell elements stacked
through the thickness of the laminate as shown in Figure 4 for a 25.4-mm long
notch. Only one half of the plate is modeled (although this symmetry assumption
is not strictly valid because of some weak coupling between bending and
twisting, it had negligible effect on the failure load). The interior interfaces
between the element layers were allowed to debond according to the VCCT
model. Various locations of the interfaces were explored to determine their effect
on failure load, as will be described in the next section. The second type of
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model, which did not allow Delamination (i.e. no interfaces), was composed of a
single layer of four-node conventional shell elements. Both types of models were
also constructed for laminates with a 25.4-mm and a 101.6-mm long notch.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DAMAGE ANALYSIS

The maximum moment that could be carried by the laminate (i.e., the failure
load) was measured in the experiments and calculated using the finite element
computer models. During the experiments the 20-ply thick laminates exhibited
negligible visible damage before failure, which was sudden and usually resulted
in the laminate being broken into two pieces as shown in Figure 5. The 40-ply
thick laminates exhibited a gradual progression of damage, which usually began
with wrinkling of the outer ply on the compression side. Generally, this was
followed by delamination at the outermost zero-degree ply and fracture of the
plies between the outermost zero-degree ply and the surface. There was also
some delamination between the second outermost zero-degree ply and the
surface. The tension side of the laminate generally exhibited considerably less
visible damage. This is illustrated in Figure 6 which shows a close-up view of the
edge of the laminate (the light colored plies are the zero-degree plies). In some
cases it was observed that the plies between the outermost zero-degree ply and
the surface buckled before fracturing as shown in Figure 7a. This phenomenon
was captured by the model as shown in Figure 7b.
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The first calculations were performed using the models with no delamination
interfaces, as described in the previous section. For the 20-ply thick laminate,
model results, for the six cases examined, varied from experiment from 11.5%
lower to 9.5% higher with an average difference of 2.9% lower. For the 40-ply
thick laminate, model results, for the six cases examined, varied from experiment
from 0.1% lower to 28.4% higher with an average difference of 16.9% higher.
These results are shown in Figures 8 – 11.

As described above, experiments showed that the thicker, 40-ply, laminates
experienced delamination during fracture, allowing plies between the
delamination and the surface to buckle outward. This causes a redistribution of
the stress that leads to further delamination and fracturing of additional plies.
Because the progressive damage models used considered the plies to be
perfectly bonded (i.e. no delamination interfaces existed in the model), this
buckling failure mechanism was not replicated in the FEA results.

In order to more accurately model the laminate fracture, two delamination
interfaces were added to the 40-ply models. Two interfaces were also added to
the 20-ply laminates to determine their effect. Interfaces were placed below
(away from the compression surface) the outer-most compression-side zerdegree ply and below the second outer-most zero-degree ply. As described
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previously, these locations corresponded to where delamination was observed in
the experiments.

As expected, based on the observed failure modes from the experiments, the
addition of these interfaces to the models had a small effect on the calculated
failure loads for the 20-ply laminates and a much greater effect for the 40-ply
laminates. For the 20-ply laminate, model results, for the six cases examined,
now varied from experiment from 5.3% lower to 9.1% higher with an average
difference of 1.7% lower as compared to 2.9% lower with no interfaces. For the
40-ply thick laminate, model results now varied from experiment from 18.1%
lower to 3.0% higher with an average difference of 6.7% lower as compared to
16.9% lower with no interfaces. These results are also shown in figures 8 – 11.

In order to better understand the effect of delamination on the model, additional
interfaces were added. In addition to interfaces below the outer-most and
second outer-most zero-degree plies, interfaces were placed below the outermost ply and above the outer-most zero-degree ply for a total of four interfaces.
A necessary exception was the 20-ply, 10% zero-degree-ply laminate. Here only
one zero-degree ply existed on the compression side, so only three interfaces
were created. Additionally, due to the excessively long run times associated with
the 101.6-mm notch laminates, only 25.4-mm laminates were included in this
aspect of the study.
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In general, the additional delamination interfaces had a negligible effect on the
calculated fracture loads. For the 20-ply laminates, with 25.4-mm notches, the
difference between experimentally measured and model-predicted failure load
varied from an average of 1.5% (model higher) with no interfaces to 2.4% (model
higher) with two interfaces to -2.4% (model lower) with four (or three as
described above) interfaces. For the 40-ply laminates, with 25.4-mm notches,
the results were an average of 23.5% (model higher) with no interfaces, 1.7%
(model higher) with two interfaces and 6.4% (model higher) with four interfaces.
These results are also shown in figures 8 – 11 and are summarized in Table 1.

5. CONCLUSION
The objective of this research was to evaluate the capability of a progressive
damage model to predict failure in notched laminates under out-of-plane
bending. To this end, the failure moment was measured, via experiment, and
calculated, via finite element analysis, for ovaloid center-notched plates of twelve
different laminate lay-ups. These layups consisted of 10%, 30%, and 50% zerodegree plies in 20 and 40 ply thick plates with 25.4-mm and 101.6-mm long
ovaloids. Experimentally, failure of the 20-ply laminates occurred with little
visible damage. Failure of the 40-ply laminates occurred with considerable ply
compression-driven delamination and buckling near the plate surface and near
zero-degree plies. Finite element models, using the Hashin damage criteria and
no delamination interfaces, showed good agreement with experiment (typically
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within 10%) for all 20-ply laminates. Lack of delamination interfaces in the 40-ply
finite element models resulted in significant discrepancies with experiment, with
differences up to nearly 30%.
The addition of two interfaces to the models, placed corresponding to where
delamination occurred in the 40-ply experimental specimens, had no adverse
effect on either the 25.4-mm or 101.6-mm notch 20-ply laminate model results,
but did greatly improve the accuracy of the 25.4-mm notch 40-ply models. For
the 101.6-mm notch 40 ply models, including two interfaces did significantly
change the predicted failure load, but resulted in uncharacteristically large
differences with experiment. Increasing the number of interfaces from two to four
did not significantly change the results for either the 20 ply or 40 ply 25.4-mm
notched laminates.
In general, this research indicates that failure of notched laminates can be
successfully predicted with progressive damage models if interfaces are included
where delamination is likely to occur. Given that it may not be know where
delamination will occur, it is also noted that there does not appear to be an
accuracy penalty for including interfaces when delamination does not occur.
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Figure 1 Ovaloid notch in a plate
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Figure 2 Four-point bending test fixture
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Figure 3 Stress-displacement constitutive law used in ABAQUS
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Figure 4 Half-symmetry finite element model with delamination interfaces
for laminates with a 1-in notch
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Figure 5 Post-failure photo of a 20-ply thick laminate
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Figure 6 Post-failure photo of a 40-ply thick laminate
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b) Experiment

a) Model
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Figure 7 Post-delamination buckling
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20 Ply Laminate with 25.4-mm Notch
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Figure 8 Failure moment for 20-ply laminates with 25.4-mm notch

20 Ply Laminate with 101.6-mm Notch
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Figure 9 Failure moment for 20-ply laminates with 101.6-mm notch
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40 Ply Laminate with 25.4-mm Notch
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Figure 10 Failure moment for 40-ply laminates with 25.4-mm notch

40 Ply Laminate with 101.6-mm Notch
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Figure 11 Failure moment for 40-ply laminates with 101.6-mm notch
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Table 1 Comparison of finite element model calculations and experimental
results for all cases studied.
Number

Notch

of

Length

Plies

[mm]

Percent

FEA:

Zero-

Percent Difference from Experiment

degree
plies

25.4

No

Two

Interfaces Interfaces

Four
Interfaces

10

-2.7%

7.1%

1.7% *

30

-2.2%

1.3%

-5.4%

50

9.5%

-1.2%

-3.4%

10

-11.5%

9.1%

30

-3.7%

-0.5%

50

-6.4%

-5.3%

10

21.2%

3.0%

8.7%

30

20.8%

-0.9%

1.8%

50

28.4%

3.0%

8.7%

10

14.8%

-18.1%

30

15.7%

-15.6%

50

0.1%

-11.5%

20
101.6

25.4
40
101.6

